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ABSTRACT 

This study examines the validity of a simple color test, which could provide rapid insight               

into the design preferences of customers. The color test framework is based on the              

3-dimensional bipolar Genetic Semantics theory, filled up with the three fundamental           

neural dimensions that underlie color coding in the human visual system, supplemented            

with the three basic dimensions of color experience. The sample comprises 173 Belgian             

citizens. Significant and theoretically congruent influences are observed between the          

Five-Factor personality dimensions and the six bipolar color choices. Moreover,          

interconnections among the six color questions confirm the used dimensional          

framework. The present color test actually does provide information about someone's           

personality. The overall results promise to have great relevance to designers. 
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INTRODUCTION 

For to design tailor-made products and spaces, with positive identification and client            

well-being as a result, designers increasingly want to gain insight into their customers’             

personal preferences. Today, this happens through time-consuming conversations,        

mood boards or home visits. As designers are insufficiently psychologically skilled, the            

correct conclusion is not guaranteed. To accommodate the problem, the present study            

examines the validity of a simple color test, which could, on the basis of the resulting                

personality information, provide insight into the design preferences of customers. 

 

THEORY 

The basic assumption for the construction of the color test is that personality traits and               

color preferences are largely inherited. Substantial heritable components explain up to           

60% of the variance of personality traits (Lo et al., 2016; Power & Pluess, 2015). Granger                
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(2010) states that color preference in man is innately determined and little influenced by              

environmental or educational experiences. To fit in closely with this biologic-genetic           

aspect, the 3-dimensional bipolar model of the Genetic Semantic theory (Michiels &            

Alpaerts, 2018) is chosen as the framework for the color test, filled up with contrasting               

color parameters derived from two sources. 

The first source is the opponent color system from the retinal ganglion cells,             

consisting of ‘blue–yellow’, ‘red-green’ and ‘black-white’ contrast components. These         

three fundamental neural dimensions underlie color coding in the human visual system            

and transmit visual information from the retina to several regions in the brain. The              

second source comes from color experience with its three basic dimensions: Hue            

('cold-warm'), Lightness ('dark-light') and Saturation ('gray-colored'), presented as color         

palettes. This way shaping the present color test, consisting of 2 x 3 bipolar questions               

(Table 1) arranged in subsequent steps according to the Genetic Semantic guidelines.            

The six color steps are dichotomous 0–1 items (no/yes). 
 

 

Table 1: The six steps of bipolar choice in the color test. 
 

The values for the colors in step 1 and 3 are derived from mean nm calculations                

from cross-cultural research results of unique hues, ‘unique’ meaning that the hue does             

not contain any of the other hues. Following NCS (Natural Colour System) values were              

selected: blue NCS 3060-R90B, green NCS 1070-G10Y, yellow NCS 0580-Y, red NCS            

1085-Y90R supplemented with white NCS 0300-N and black NCS 9000-N.  

Because the widely used and empirically tested Five-Factor model of personality           

(BIG FIVE) (Costa & McCrae,1992) summarizes and integrates the majority of personality            

traits and show to be more or less distinct features (McCrae & Costa, 1997; Saucier &                

Goldberg, 1996), this model is used to measure personality. The NEO-FFI inventory,            

comprising 20 items, provides a measurement of Neuroticism, Extraversion, Openness          

to Experience, Agreeableness, and Conscientiousness, each made up of 4 items scored            

using a five-point Likert scale from 1 (‘strongly disagree’) to 5 (‘strongly agree’).  

 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The participants were a random sample of 173 Belgian citizens within an age range of 18                

to 89 years (Mean 45,71) with a diverse cultural background, social status and             

education, of which 56% women. Eight students from Antwerp University (UA)           

administered the interviews at the participants’ homes. None of the participants had            

red-green color vision deficiency as assessed through a printed Ishihara test. The            
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material consisted of 12 glossy color cards (10 cm2 each) presented in pairs in fixed order                

from step 1 to 6 (Table 1), and a pencil and paper version of the NEO-FFI-20-item                

questionnaire. The paired color cards of the test were consequently shown under a             

standard LED illuminant 75 WATT with a color temperature of 2700K placed at 40 cm               

distance from the cards. The data was collected by a UA student and inserted into SPSS.                

The data analysis was performed by the author. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

To examine the significant links between the color choices in the six steps and the BIG                

FIVE traits, Independent Sample t Tests are performed. Table 2 shows the best scoring p               

and t values of the equality of means, of which the black fields with p <0.05. 
 

 

Table 2: Independent Sample t Tests showing links between the BIG FIVE traits and the six steps. 

 

Significant differences are observed within the groups, indicating that Extraversion          

has an influence on the ‘blue-yellow’ choice (introvert: blue; extrovert: yellow).           

Conscientiousness influences the 'black-white' choice (undependable: black;       

conscientious: white) and Openness with Extraversion influencing the Hue choice          

(closed-introvert: cold; open-extrovert: warm). Not significant but still striking         

differences compared to the other results are Conscientiousness with Neuroticism          

influencing the 'green-red' choice (undependable-emotional stable: green;       

conscientious-emotional unstable: red), Agreeableness and the Lightness choice (not         

agreeable: dark; agreeable: light) and Openness with Neuroticism influencing the          

Saturation choice (open-emotionally stable: gray; closed-neurotic: colored).  

To check the dependency between the different steps, Pearson Chi-square          

calculations were performed. Table 3 shows, for the different steps, the significant            

percentages that a particular color is chosen in another step. The X2 and p values               

demonstrate the significance of these choices. 
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Table 3: Relevant Chi-square Pearson correlations on the steps of the test. 

 

The 'blue-yellow' and the 'black-white' dimensions show significant correlations         

with the dimensions of the color experiences presented as palettes: the 'blue-yellow'            

choice correlates with the Hue dimension, and 'black-white' with the Lightness as well as              

the Saturation dimension. 

In line with the findings, it would be likely that the 'green-red' dimension correlates              

with the Saturation dimension. Why it does not can be due to the strong imbalance in                

the choice distribution with only 28.9% of the respondents who opted for the gray              

palette, probably caused by its strictly achromatic display. This could also explain the             

correlation of the 'black-white' dimension with the Saturation dimension.  

Yet, there is indeed a connection. Gender scores solely and significantly on the             

'green-red' (p <,05, X2 12,33) and the Saturation dimension (p <,05, X2 4,16). Women go               

more for red (71%) and for a colored palette (77%) than men (resp. 44,7% and 63%).                

Women's preference for red is confirmed by Hurlbert et al. (2007) and Eysenck (1990)              

who also explain that women in general are more emotional unstable. It seems likely              

that both dimensions are associated with the Neuroticism trait. 

The interdimensional correlations show connections that tend to confirm a genetic           

pattern, consisting of three dimensions with polar concepts (23), each of which covers a              

domain of personality compatible with Eysenck’s three-factor personality structure. The          

first dimension with 'blue-yellow' and 'cold-warm' is the Extraversion dimension, the           

second with 'black-white' and 'dark-light' is the Psychoticism dimension and finally, the            

'green-red' and 'gray-colored' dimension may be connected to Neuroticism. A doubling           

(2 x 23) creates a refinement of the traits as in Psychoticism that is split into                

Agreeableness and Conscientiousness. A combination of low Agreeableness and low          

Conscientiousness reflects Eysenck's Psychoticism personality (Lo et al., 2016). 

On the basis of this suggested dimensional pattern, clarification of some           

observations in Table 2 are necessary. Openness appears on the 'cold-warm'           

(Extraversion) as well as the 'gray-colored' (Neuroticism) dimension. When taking a           

closer look at the specific questions in the NEO-FFI concerning the Openness trait, a              

clear facet difference is observed. The Openness on the 'cold-warm' dimension is about             

having fantasy (p <,05, X2 -2,57) and imagination (p <,05, X2 2,47), while the Openness on                
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the 'gray-colored' dimension is about information (p ,06, X2 -1,87). These findings are             

confirmed by correlation and factor analysis that show high correlations between           

Extraversion and Openness (Aluja et al., 2003; Costa and McCrae, 1992). A strong link              

between Neuroticism and Openness can be found in the research of Lo et al. (2016). A                

comparable observation can be made concerning the Conscientiousness trait. On the           

'black-white' (Conscientiousness) dimension it is about order (p ,06, X2 1,87) and            

discipline (p <,05, X2 2,84), while on the 'green-red' (Neuroticism) dimension the facet is              

planning (p <,05, X2 -2,98). (Table 4) 
 

 

Table 4: Suggested dimensional pattern in the personality traits and the 6 steps of the color test. 

 

Additionally, more youngsters choose significantly black (p <,05, X2 -2,90),          

negatively correlating with Conscientiousness, and the warm palette (p <,05, X2 3,45),            

correlating with Extraversion. These findings are substantiated by Donnellan & Lucas           

(2008) who found that Extraversion was negatively associated with age and that average             

levels of Conscientiousness were highest for participants in middle age. 

 

CONCLUSION 

Three out of the six links between the BIG FIVE personality traits and the bipolar color                

choices were statistically significant, and the other three were also discriminative in the             

sense of the magnitude of the differences compared to the remaining equations.            

Another novel aspect of this study is the observation of a systematic genetic pattern of 2                

x 3-dimensional traits, which underpins the evolutionary starting point. Limitations of           

this study include that the sample size, while valid for correlation testing, may be              

underpowered. The use of the NEO-FFI with only 20-items may have handicapped the             

color test in its comparison with the BIG FIVE personality traits. Also, the display of some                

colors and palettes may be improved. Other studies using different methods are needed             

to confirm more convincingly the observed correlations within the genetic pattern.           

Nevertheless, the present color test actually does provide information about someone's           

personality, and in extension about preferences and needs in terms of design. The             

overall results promise to have great relevance to designers who care about their             

customers well-being. 
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